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A transverse computer-generated hologram (CGH) can be used to diffract light and provide flexible control of incident radiation by steering it to any point in a projected image plane. 1 A number of resolvable points in the image projection plane is a function of the CGH's pixel count. 2 In this Letter, a longitudinal CGH (LCGH) is reported. Here, an aperiodic photonic lattice, instead of steering light toward fixed spatial points, allows digital control in the frequency domain. This is of particular interest in the context of tunable lasers, with an LCGH offering two important degrees-offreedom: (1) It provides high-resolution wavevector or k-space resolution within the Brillouin zone; (2) It enables definition or modification of the reflectivity at each resolvable k-point, so attaining a target spectral response. We demonstrate the flexibility of an LCGH approach by achieving purely electronic tuning between six discretely selected operating frequencies in a single-section terahertz (THz) quantum cascade laser (QCL). 3 Such switchable single-frequency devices will enable the high power (1-100 mW) and compact nature of THz QCLs to be used more easily for spectroscopic applications, such as remote sensing, spectral analysis, and both security and medical imaging. 4, 5 Significant electronic tuning of single-frequency emission has been difficult to realise in a single THz QCL. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Specifically, achieving multiple Bragg resonances within the gain bandwidth of a QCL-a prerequisite for switchable multi-colour operation 12 -presents particular technical difficulties at THz frequencies. For example, the multiperiodic grating structures widely used in shorter-wavelength tunable semiconductor lasers, such as sampled gratings 12, 13 or concatenated gratings with an aperiodic basis, 14 would require total device lengths of centimetres if scaled to THz QCLs, which would consume unrealistic levels of electrical power. Similarly, tunable coupled-cavity laser designs 15 are difficult to implement in surface plasmon (SP) waveguides, 3 and to date, have not been reported for THz QCLs. Furthermore, quasi-periodic gratings based on fixed mathematical sequences do not provide the required spectral flexibility, 16 whereas arrays of distributed feedback (DFB) lasers require additional driving electronics and collection optics. 17 The demonstration of electronically switchable multi-colour THz QCLs, therefore, demands a fresh approach, and we have used an LCGH to provide the solution.
A binary LCGH ( Fig. 1(a) ) allows encoding of the inverse Fourier transform (FT) of a desired spectral response function-in this case, multiple, finely spaced, Bragg resonances within the gain bandwidth of a THz QCL (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)). Digital frequency selection within this LCGH modified Fabry-P erot (FP) THz QCL, schematically represented in Fig.  1(d) , then relies upon an one-to-one mapping between Bragg resonances and lasing modes; the average mode spacing is equal to the average resonance separation. An in-depth analysis of single-mode selection and electronic mode tuning was performed using time domain modelling (TDM), [18] [19] [20] but is beyond the scope of this Letter. In brief, TDM reveals that adjustments to the relative optical path lengths of the four laser cavity elements, i.e., the FP resonator, the LCGH, and the two sub-cavities created by its introduction (denoted as DBR1 and DBR2), cause variations in the spectral distribution of the output modes. In the TDM, this is implemented by introducing an extra phase shift /, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d) . Varying / creates a dynamic interplay between the compound LCGH-FP reflection spectra (both amplitude and phase) and the QCL gain, leading to a highly changeable mode competition landscape. 21 Within such an environment, values of / exist where single frequency emission occurs. Changing between values of / in turn enables switching between modes. Furthermore, in the presence of gain tuning ( Fig. 1(e) ), mode switching tends to occur in one direction ( Fig. 1(f) ). In the simulation examples shown in Fig. 1(f is tuned but / fixed (not shown), fewer single modes are observed; for a single / value, lasing is not achieved within each Bragg resonance. In reality, one expects an aperiodic lattice-modified FP cavity to possess a non-uniform longitudinal mode intensity distribution, with an associated spatially localised variation in population inversion. This will produce an irregular modulation of the permittivity within the LCGH-QCL. 22 Any electrical driving condition-induced changes in the QCL spectral gain magnitude, distribution, or position will, therefore, be accompanied by non-uniform changes in the effective refractive index along the length of the laser, giving rise to variable phase shifts such as those represented by /. Along with driving current-dependent gain movement, this will lead to electronically controlled discrete tuning. In summary, the tuning range is controlled by the gain movement; the combination of LCGH and facet feedback favours single mode emission; and the bias dependent optical path length variation within the cavity ensures the desired switching between each Bragg resonance.
In order to understand the resolution control that LCGHs give of the wavevector within the first Brillouin zone, consider an LCGH of 2N pixels in the form of a spatial relative permittivity distribution e(z), where L ¼ NK is the total length and K the minimum hologram-element separation. There exists an approximate FT relationship between e(z) and the spectral reflectivity response q(k) [23] [24] [25] 
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Due to the pixelated nature of the spatial domain z, the wavevector k is unique only over the interval (0,k B ), with a maximum N number of resolvable k-points. This results in a density of states Dk ¼ (k B /N)(n eff /n g ), 26, 27 where k B ¼ p/n eff K is the wavevector corresponding to the edge of Brillouin zone, n eff is the effective modal refractive index, n g is the group refractive index, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Note that k B (f B ¼ ck B /2p) is also equivalent to the Bragg wavevector (Bragg frequency) of an uniform grating with a periodicity K. It is this FT basis that allows multiple Bragg resonances to be created with a minimum separation given by Dk/k B ¼ 1/N, neglecting dispersion.
Moving from a single strong resonance at k B (e.g., inset of Fig. 1 , obtained using Eq. (1) for an uniform grating) to a multi-resonance response tends to reduce individual resonance strengths when N and the refractive index perturbation (Dn) remain unchanged (jDnj ¼ 0.1 and N ¼ 200 in Fig. 1 ). Fortunately, this trade-off proves advantageous in achieving tunable outputs. The mode switching mechanism described above demands only a perturbative grating influence at each frequency point, with facet reflections remaining a key source of feedback. 19, 20 Indeed, strong LCGH resonances tend to hinder frequency migration under varying laser-driving conditions, 18 whereas if LCGH resonances are too weak, facet feedback dominates and only multi-mode lasing occurs. A balance must, therefore, be struck between these feedback mechanisms. Consequently, part of the design process was to limit LCGH spectral resonance strengths to $30%-40% each, comparable with the QCL waveguide facet reflectivity. To this end, the ability of using an LCGH to modify the reflectivity at each resolvable k-space point allows one to "throw-away" the remaining undesired strength from individual resonances to unused areas of the Brillouin zone. This is a powerful additional means to control resonance strengths as compared to the conventional approaches of changing Dn, or simply N. The capability of an LCGH to define and control reflectivities at multiple wavevectors with high resolution in the first Brillouin zone, as highlighted above, make this work intrinsically distinct from periodic, 18 quasi-periodic, 16 chirped, 28 coupled-cavity, 15 and superstructure gratings, 12, 13 or from concatenated gratings with an aperiodic basis. All LCGH-QCLs were fabricated from a molecular beam epitaxially grown GaAs/Al 0.15 Ga 0.85 As wafer, V557, with an 11.4 lm-thick active region based on Ref. 29 . V557 was processed into 180 lm-wide SP waveguides and cleaved into $6 mm-long FP cavities. Spectral characterization was performed in a three-terminal electrical configuration, using a Janis ST-100 continuous-flow liquid helium cryostat, a nitrogen-purged Bruker Vertex 80 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (2.2 GHz resolution) and a QMC Instruments bolometric detector. All devices displayed similar performance characteristics before incorporation of the LCGH-as a typical example, Fig. 2(a) shows the FP spectra of device A, recorded at four driving current densities. As expected, multiple longitudinal FP modes are present under all operating conditions, indicating an n g of 3.82. The unmodified device A lased between 2.79 and 3.06 THz as the driving current density was increased from a threshold, J th of 106 A/cm 2 to the cessation of lasing at 265 A/cm 2 . The FP spectra reveal the underlying evolution of V557s gain-shape as a function of QCL driving current, approximated as a 250 GHz wide Lorentzian peak, with a centre frequency blue-shifting by 130 GHz ($2.86 to 2.99 THz) across the QCLs operational current range (comparable to the gain movement illustrated in Fig. 1(e) ). This is due to a variation in the 90 active region period lengths; shorter periods possessing higher laser transition energies, and alignment biases. The majority of the resultant gain tuning occurs at higher biases, with current densities above 200 A/cm 2 . Following characterization, the target spectral response q target given in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) was conceived in Fourier-space. It consists of three regions: (i) a region accommodating the underlying blue-shift of the THz QCL gain-shape with the Bragg resonance strengths, to facilitate optimum tunability; (ii) a "throwaway" region, containing additional Bragg resonances; and (iii) a region with no resonances (see Fig. 1(b) caption) . Finally, to ensure highly delineated resonances every other, resolvable k-point was chosen, resulting in a normalized target tuning step (TS target ) of 2 Â 1/N ¼ 0.01, using N ¼ 200.
In order to generate the real-space lattice structure (i.e., the LCGH) satisfying q target , Eq. (1) was exploited. The pixelated nature of the real-space structure allows this design to be implemented using a discrete FT, specifically a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Identifying an "optimized" LCGH architecture is computationally non-trivial, particularly when N is large. An FFT-based simulated annealing inverse optimization algorithm was chosen, details of which, including the number of optimization parameters, are described in Refs. 30 and 31. Note the choice of algorithm is not critical-alternatives such as genetic algorithms or equivalent are equally applicable.
An FEI Nova Nanolab 600 focussed ion beam (FIB) system (30 keV Ga ions, 50 nm nominal spot diameter, 1 nA beam current) was used to transfer each hologram-element ( Fig. 1(a) ) as a discrete reflection site into a number of QCLs. A 100 lm wide slit width was chosen (narrower than the QCL width: 180 lm) to allow simultaneous biasing of all ridge sections (Fig. 2(c) ). The LCGH was placed approximately equidistant from each laser facet, creating two $1.6 mm long distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) subcavities, and was written in five stitched sections with a subwavelength compound stitching error. Two important factors were considered: First, f B was adjusted by iteratively varying K to establish the correct relative positions in region (i) of q target and the QCL gain. Second, to ensure a low jDnj and hence weak resonances, the milled slits were made both narrow (<1 lm) and shallow, not projecting into the active region, but only penetrating the metallic upper layers (top down: 180 nm Au/20 nm Ti/100 nm annealed PdGe/100 nm n þ -doped GaAs). 3, 32 Figures 2(d) and 2(e) display crosssectional fundamental mode intensity profiles for SP waveguides with and without upper metal layers, along with their respective n eff values, simulated using FIMMWAVE. The jDnj suggested by the simulations (jn eff1 -n eff2 j) is an overestimate; in reality, a smaller jDnj is expected due to the extremely sub-wavelength slit dimension along the propagation axis. However, the simulations do reveal the possibility of a complex Dn, the imaginary component of which will influence the final lasing mode solutions.
Pre-and post-LCGH characterization enables clear determination of the affect of the hologram on mode switching. The outcome of the iterative experimental optimization of parameters was device A, which had a measured K of 13.72 lm and displayed optimal sequential mode tuning with driving current. In contrast to the FP results, the LCGH-QCL spectra recorded from device A reveal operation on six discretely tunable frequencies spanning 164 GHz, between 2.860 and 3.024 THz. The limits of the absolute tuning range stem from the QCL spectral gain width and tuning with applied bias. The selected spectra in Fig. 2(f) show each mode becoming dominant at a particular driving current density. Switching speed between the six emission conditions is dictated purely by the driving electronics.
In correlating the LCGH spectral response with the tunable emission (Figs. 2(b) and 2(f) ), the position of f B , and hence the value of n eff needs to be identified. To this end, the global symmetry of the LCGH response function across f B was exploited, allowing for a coarse matching of the lasing modes to the LCGH resonances. In device A, an approximate symmetry was observed around the mode at 2.970 THz, revealing n eff $ 3.68. The resulting relative positions of f B and the shifting QCL gain, on a normalized frequency scale, closely follow those presented in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e) .
In order to investigate whether the LCGH selectivity was both scalable and reproducible, a second FP-QCL (device B) was identified with similar FP performance characteristics to device A, albeit with a spectral offset of $80 GHz to lower frequencies. A value of K ¼ 14.10 lm was chosen to compensate for the gain offset compared to device A, thereby replicating the relative positions of f B and QCL gain. The result was tunable laser emission on six dominant frequencies between 2.803 and 2.940 THz. Figure 3(a) displays the LCGH spectra for devices A (blue) and B (red) on a normalized frequency scale. Their mode positions correspond with excellent agreement, although subtle differences are present between devices. Facet phase was not controlled during FIB milling, nor was the precise value of the complex Dn, which both affect the relative optical path lengths of the various waveguide sections (LCGH, FP and sub-cavities in Fig. 1(d) ), subtly modifying the complex round-trip gain solutions just as in an uniform DFB laser. 21 However, the average normalized tuning step in both devices (TS A ¼ 0.011 and TS B ¼ 0.0095) closely match the target resonance separation (TS target ¼ 0.01), confirming the digital frequency control. Figure 3 (b) displays the driving condition ranges for each LCGH-QCL emission frequency, providing spectral information for driving currents other than those in Fig. 3(a) . Devices A and B exhibit similar discrete tuning characteristics. The measured electrical and optical (V-J and L-J) characteristics of device B, before and after LCGH milling, are given in Fig. 3(c) . The threshold J th is slightly elevated, but the device retains approximately 70% of the original (pre-FIB) maximum THz power. Finally, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the spectral behaviour of device C, an LCGH-QCL, which had a similar multi-moded FP performance and the same K as device B, but a deeper milling depth, penetrating the top few hundred nanometres of active region in order to increase Dn and the LCGH resonance strengths. It operated on discretely tunable modes at frequencies of 2.815, 2.881, and 2.927 THz. As expected, the deeper milling improved the purity of the single-mode emission, with sidemode suppression ratios !20 dB after correcting for atmospheric water absorption. However, the tradeoffs for this improved spectral purity are a reduced tuning range with fewer frequencies, and a 60% drop in emitted THz power.
Beyond discrete tunability, the digital frequency selectivity provided by LCGHs can be harnessed to generate and control arbitrary distributions of lasing modes in THz, as well as shorter wavelength, lasers. Furthermore, although not straightforward given the greater degrees-of-freedom involved, application of holographically designed aperiodic lattices to the inverse optimization of photonic and electronic band-structures, and the like that utilize properties of wavelike phenomena, may give rise to a host of new materials and devices.
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